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Abstract: Many existing industrial and research data sets contain missing values due to various reasons, such as manual data entry procedures, equipment errors and incorrect measurements. Problems associated with missing values are loss of efficiency, complications in handling and analyzing the data and bias resulting from differences between missing and complete data. The important factor for selection of approach to missing values is missing data mechanism. There are various strategies for dealing with missing values. Some analytical methods have their own approach to handle missing values. Data set reduction is another option. Finally missing values problem can be handled by missing values imputation. This paper presents simple methods for missing values imputation like using most common value, mean or median, closest fit approach and methods based on data mining algorithms like k-nearest neighbor, neural networks and association rules, discusses their usability and presents issues with their applicability on examples.
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1. Introduction

Many existing industrial and research data sets contain missing values. Data sets contain missing values due to various reasons, such as manual data entry procedures, equipment errors and incorrect measurements. It is usual to find missing data in most of the information sources used.

Missing values usually appears as “NULL” values in database or as empty cells in spreadsheet table. Some flat-file formats use various symbols for missing values – e.g. arff files uses “?” symbol for missing values. These forms of missing values can be easily detected. However missing values can also appears as outliers or wrong data (i.e. out of boundaries). These data must be removed before intended analysis, and are much harder to find out.

The paper presents an overview missing values problem and strategies for dealing with missing values in data. Main part of the paper is dedicated to missing values imputation methods, discusses their usability and presents issues with their applicability on examples.

2. The Missing Values Problem

Missing value is a value that we intended to obtain during data collection (interview, measurement, observation) but we didn’t because of various reasons. Missing values can appear because respondent did not answer all questions in questionnaire, during manual data entry process, incorrect measurement, faulty experiment, some data are censored or anonymous and many others.

Luengo, J. (2011) introduced three problems associated with missing values as

- loss of efficiency,
- complications in handling and analyzing the data,
- bias resulting from differences between missing and complete data.

Loss of efficiency is caused by time-consuming process of dealing with missing values. This is closely connected to the second problem - complications in handling and analyzing the data. Complications in handling and analyzing data lie in fact that most methods and algorithms are usually unable to deal with missing values and missing values problem must be solved prior to analyses during data preparation phase. The other problem - bias resulting from differences between missing and complete data lies in fact that imputed values are not exactly the same as known values of completed data set and should not be handled the same way. The same problem occurs also if data set is reduced and some cases (rows of data set) are removed or ignored.
3. Characteristics of Missing Data Mechanisms

The missing data mechanism is usually classified as missing completely at random, missing at random or not missing at random (Lakshminarayan, K., Harp S. A. & Samad, T. 1999), (Horton, N. J. & Kleinman, K. P. 2007). Unfortunately identification of missing data mechanism is not always easy.

3.1 Missing Completely at Random (MCAR)

The missing data mechanism is considered as missing completely at random (MCAR), when the probability of a record having a missing value for an attribute does not depend on either the observed data or the missing data. MCAR is sometimes called uniform non-response. An example of a MCAR mechanism would be that a laboratory sample is dropped, so the resulting observation is missing. Data which is missing due to structural reasons cannot be regarded as MCAR (London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, 2013).

3.2 Missing at Random (MAR)

The missing data mechanism is considered as missing at random (MAR), when the probability of a record having a missing value for an attribute could depend on the observed data, but not on the value of the missing data itself. Data which is incomplete only due to structural reasons are MAR.

Horton, N. J. & Kleinman, K. P. (2007) describe MAR mechanism as „states that the missingness depends only on observed quantities, which may include outcomes and predictors (in which case the missingness is sometimes labeled covariate dependent missingness (CDM))”.

A special case of MAR is uniform non-response within classes. For example (London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, 2013), suppose we seek to collect data on income and property tax band. Typically, those with higher incomes may be less willing to reveal them. If we have everyone’s property tax band and given property tax band non-response to the income question is random, then the income data is missing at random. The reason (or mechanism) for it being missing depends on property band. Given property band missingness does not depend on income itself.

3.3 Not Missing at Random (NMAR)

The missing data mechanism is considered as not missing at random (NMAR), when the probability of a record having a missing value for an attribute could depend on the value of the attribute. Missing data mechanism that is considered as NMAR is non-ignorable. This can be solved by going back to the source of data and obtaining more information about the mechanism or obtain complete data set. Unfortunately it is very rare to know the appropriate model for the missing data mechanism.

Examples NMAR missing data mechanism (Lakshminarayan, K., Harp S. A. & Samad, T. 1999) include a sensor not detecting temperatures below a certain threshold, people not filling in yearly income in surveys if the income exceeds a certain value.

Some sources, e.g. (Horton, N. J. & Kleinman, K. P. 2007), called this mechanism missing not at random (MNAR).

4. Strategies for Dealing with Missing Data

There are three main strategies for dealing with missing data. The simplest solution for the missing values imputation problem is the reduction of the data set and elimination of all samples with missing values (Kantardzic, M. 2003). Another solution is to treat missing values as special values. Finally missing values problem can be handled by various missing values imputation methods. Unfortunately missing values imputation methods are suitable only for missing values caused by missing completely at random (MCAR) and some of them for missing at random (MAR) mechanism. If missing values are caused by not missing at random mechanism (NMAR) it must be handled by going back to the source of data and obtaining more information or the appropriate model for the missing data mechanism have to be taken into account.

4.1 Using Missing Values Policy of Used Analytical Method

There is no need to use a special method for dealing missing values if method that is used for data analysis has its own policy for handling missing values. Decision rules extraction methods may
consider attributes with missing values as irrelevant (Luengo, J. 2011). Association rules extraction methods may ignore rows with missing values (conservative approach) or handle missing values as they are supporting the rule (optimistic approach) or are in contrary with the rule (secured approach) as described by Berka, P. (2003).

### 4.2 Reducing the Data Set

The simplest solution for the missing values imputation problem is the reduction of the data set and elimination of all missing values. This can be done by elimination of samples (rows) with missing values (Kantardzic, M. 2003) or elimination of attributes (columns) with missing values (Lakshminarayan, K., Harp S. A. & Samad, T. 1999). Both approaches can be combined. Elimination of all samples is also known as complete case analysis.

Elimination of all samples is possible only when large data sets are available, and missing values occur only in a small percentage of samples and when analysis of the complete examples will not lead to serious bias during the inference. Elimination of attributes with missing values during analysis is not possible solution if we are interested in making inferences about these attributes. Both approaches are wasteful procedures since they usually decrease the information content of the data.

### 4.3 Treating Missing Attribute Values as Special Values

This method deals with the unknown attribute values using a totally different approach. Rather than trying to find some known attribute value as its value, we treat missing value itself as a new value for the attributes that contain missing values and treat it in the same way as other values (Grzymala-Busse J. W., Hu M. 2001). Instead of storing value of the attribute we store the information that the value is missing. This approach assumes that we handle these values as they don't influence future analyses.

### 4.4 Replace Missing Value with Mean

This method replaces each missing value with mean of the attribute (Kantardzic, M. 2003). The mean is calculated based on all known values of the attribute. This method is usable only for numeric attributes and is usually combined with replacing missing values with most common attribute value for symbolic attributes.

### 4.5 Replace Missing Value with Mean for the Given Class

This method is similar to the previous one. The difference is in that the mean is not calculated from all known values of the attribute, but only attributes values belonging to given class are used. This approach is possible only for classification problems where samples are classified in advance (Kantardzic, M. 2003) or there is a possibility to create the classes.

### 4.6 Replace Missing Value with Median for the Given Class

Since the mean is affected by the presence of outliers it seems natural to use the median instead just to assure robustness. In this case the missing data for a given attribute is replaced by the median of all known values of that attribute in the class where the instance with the missing value belongs (Acuña, E. & Rodriguez, C. 2004). This method is usable only for numeric attributes and requires existence of classes or possibility to create classes as previous method.

### 4.7 Replace Missing Value with Most Common Attribute Value

This method simply uses most common attribute value for missing value imputation (Grzymala-Busse J. W., Hu M. 2001). The most common value of all values of the attribute is used. This method is usable only for symbolic attributes and is usually combined with replacing missing values with missing values imputation using mean for numeric attributes.

### 4.8 Concept Most Common Attribute Value

This method is similar to the previous one. The concept most common attribute value method is a restriction of the previous method to the concept (Grzymala-Busse J. W., Hu M. 2001). This method
uses most common value of the attribute but uses cases belonging to the given class or concept instead of using global most common value. This method is usable for symbolic attributes and requires existence of classes or possibility to create classes.

4.9 Closest Fit

The closest fit algorithm (Grzymala-Busse, J. W., Goodwin, L. K., Grzymala-Busse, W. J. & Zheng X. 2005) for missing attribute values is based on replacing a missing attribute value with an existing value of the same attribute from another case that resembles as much as possible the case with missing attribute values. The main idea is based on searching through the set of all cases, considered as vectors of attribute values, for a case that is the most similar to the given case with missing attribute values. E.g. if 5 attributes of given case is known and 6th is being searched, the 6th attribute value is taken from the case which has other 5 attributes values most similar to the given case. The proximity measure between two cases \( x \) and \( y \) is the Manhattan distance between \( x \) and \( y \), i.e.,

\[
\text{distance}(x, y) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} |x_i - y_i|,
\]

where

\[
\text{distance}(x_i, y_i) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } x_i = y_i; \\
1 & \text{if } x_i \text{ and } y_i \text{ are symbolic and } x_i \neq y_i \text{ or } x_i = ? \text{ or } y_i = ? \\
\frac{|x_i - y_i|}{r} & \text{if } x_i \text{ and } y_i \text{ are numbers and } x_i \neq y_i
\end{cases}
\]

where \( r \) is the difference between the maximum and minimum of the known values.

Problem with using only one closest case may lied in replacing missing value by an outlier. The problem is illustrated by following example (Tab. 1):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tab. 1: Closest fit example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Property table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>floor area ([\text{m}^2])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Missing value imputation using only one closest case leads to replace missing value with value 18 000 (from the case with floor area 55 \(\text{m}^2\)), but there are properties with even larger floor area (62 \(\text{m}^2\)) with lower price.

This problem may be partially solved by using more than one closest case.

Another problem is in assumption of same distance between all values of symbolic attributes. Some attributes can be measured on ordinal scale. E.g. the “C” grade is closer to “B” than to “A”, but it is not possible to specify exactly the distance between these values. Described method uses Manhattan distance but there are several other ways of measuring distance including Euclidean distance and many others.
4.10 Missing Values Imputation Using k-Nearest Neighbor

The closest fit method looks for the most similar case with known attribute value. K nearest neighbor usually looks for more than one (“k”) similar cases with known values of the attribute, whose value is being searched. Nearest neighbor methods are usually used to classify objects. To classify a new object, with input vector y, we simply examine the “k” closest data set points to y and assign the object to the class that has the majority of points among these “k” (Hand, D., Mannila, H. & Smyth, P. 2001).

The k-nearest neighbor algorithm does not create explicit models (Batista, G.E.A.P.A. & Monard, M.C. 2003). There are several ways for using known values of k-nearest neighbor. One possibility for numeric attributes is to impute a weighted mean of the k nearest-neighbors attribute values (The MathWorks, Inc. 2013). The weights are inversely proportional to the distances from the neighboring columns.

The main question is selection of “k” parameter. Another question is handling symbolic attributes. There are several metrics that can be used for measuring the distance (The MathWorks, Inc. 2013). It is possible to use Euclidean distance, Manhattan distance and many others. HUANG, Ch. & LEE, H. (2004) introduced k-nearest neighbor missing values imputation method that uses grey relational analysis to determine the relationships among a referential observation and compared observations by calculating the grey relational coefficient and the grey relational grade.

Some implementations of the k-nearest neighbor method for missing values imputation (Improved outcomes software 2004) are able to compute the k nearest neighbors only on complete datasets so missing values have to be filled in with an initial approximation.

4.11 Missing Values Imputation Using Neural Networks

Neural networks constitute a class of predictive modeling system that works by iterative parameter adjustment (Chen, Z. 2001). The network structure, also called topology or architecture, includes the neural framework (number of neurons, number of layers, neuron model type, etc.) and the interconnection structure. Single-layer network has only an input and output layer. In a multilayer network, one or more hidden layers are inserted between the input and the output layer.

Gupta, A. & Lam, M. (1998) introduced following procedure for reconstruction of missing values using multilayered networks and backpropagation algorithm:

Step 1 Collect all training cases without any missing value and call them the complete set.
Step 2 Collect all training and test cases with at least one missing value and call them the incomplete set.
Step 3 For each pattern of missing values, construct a multi-layered network with the number of input nodes in the input layer equal to the number of non-missing attributes, and the number of output nodes in the output layer equal to the number of missing attributes. Each input node is used to accept one non-missing attribute, and each output node to represent one missing attribute.
Step 4 Use the complete set and the backpropagation algorithm to train each network constructed in step 3. Since the complete set does not have missing values, different patterns of input-output pairs can be obtained from the complete set to satisfy the input-output requirements for different networks from step 3. As the output of a network is between 0 and 1, data have to be converted to values between 0 and 1 for this reconstruction procedure.
Step 5 Use the trained networks from step 4 to calculate the missing values in the incomplete set.

The main question is strategy of neural networks construction. There are two main approaches. The first one is to start with a simple network and add extra nodes to the network until such addition does not improve the network performance. The second approach is to start with a large network and delete nodes from the network as long as the deletion does not deteriorate the network performance (commonly referred to as the node-pruning method). Fahlman S. E. & Lebiere, Ch. (1991) proposed a network construction method called “cascade-correlation” under the first approach. A node-pruning method, “relevance assessment”, was proposed by Mozer, M. C. & Smolensky, P. (1989).
Another question is handling symbolic attributes, because step 4 of the procedure requires data conversion to values between 0 and 1.

4.12 Missing Values Imputation Using Association Rules

An association rule is a simple probabilistic statement about the co-occurrence of certain events. For binary variables association rule takes the following form (Hand, D. J., Manilla, H. & Smyth, P. 2001):

\[ \text{IF } A = 1 \text{ AND } B = 1 \text{ THEN } C = 1, \]

where A, B, and C are variables and

\[ p = p(C = 1 | A = 1, B = 1). \]

i.e., the conditional probability that \( C = 1 \) given that \( A = 1 \) and \( B = 1 \). The conditional probability \( p \) is referred to as the "confidence" of the rule, and \( p(A = 1, B = 1, C = 1) \) is referred to as the "support". The support can be used as a constraint of minimum count of cases supporting association rule. The "IF" part of the rule is often called antecedent and the "then" part is often called consequent (Larose D. T. 2005).

There are several ways of generating association rules, e.g.: apriori algorithm (Berka, P. 2003), (Hand, D. J., Manilla, H. & Smyth, P. 2001), (Kantardzic M. 2003), GUHA method (Berka, P. 2003) and other algorithms derived from apriori algorithm (Burita M., et al., 2012) or (Hipp, J., Güntzer, U. & G. Nakhaeizadeh, G. 2000).

The input for missing values imputation is incomplete data set. Algorithms for association rules generation are usually unable to handle missing values. Some association rules extraction methods may ignore rows with missing values (conservative approach) or handle missing values as they are supporting the rule (optimistic approach) or are in contrary with the rule (secured approach) as described by Berka, P. (2003).

Another possibility is getting complete data set for association rules generation. First way to get complete data set for association rules generation is reducing the data set by elimination of cases and/or attributes as described in one of previous chapters. Another way to get complete data set for association rules generation is to handle missing values as special values. Using special values to obtain complete data set for association rules can be recommended because association rules with special values can be easily ignored. Association rules can't be often generated directly from numeric attributes. Missing values imputation may be directly used only for symbolic attributes.

Algorithms for association rules generation usually generates rules based on setting of minimum support, minimum confidence and maximum number of rules parameters. Most analyses, that use association rules methods, use only few association rules. For missing values imputation usually many more rules are required because not all association rules are suitable for missing values imputation.

Useable association rule for missing values imputation has the consequent containing value of attribute whose value is being searched and the antecedent correspond to values of other given case attributes. If complete data set for association rules generation was obtained by replacing missing values by special values association rules with these special values in consequent must be omitted. It is possible to use only association rules with consequent length equal to 1 and impute missing values one by one in cases with more than one missing values. Another possibility is using association rules with consequent length equal to the count of missing values in given case.

Support and confidence of the rule are two criteria that should be maximized during making decision about using the association rule for missing value imputation. For missing value imputation can be used the rule with maximum confidence along with required support. It is also possible to ignore support of the rule and use only confidence. Setting required min. support of the rule highly depends on given data set.

There is a possibility to combine association rules approach with most common attribute value method. At first the most common attribute value method can be used if it is not possible to find suitable association rule with required support for missing value imputation. At second the most common attribute value method can be used if there is no suitable association rule with required support and confidence not lower then relative frequency of occurrence of most common attribute.
value. It is also possible to use only few association rules to improve missing values imputation accuracy using the most common attribute value.

Following tables and figures show how missing values imputation accuracy may be influenced by setting of requirement of minimum support of association rules. Analyses were made using 5 categorical attributes from STULONG study data set. Missing values were imputed using combination of association rules and most common attribute value method. There were 5% of missing values generated. Missing values were generated under MCAR conditions.

Following table and figure show example where minimum of incorrectly imputed values is reached with ignored support parameter (minimum required support was set to 0 counts).

**Tab. 2: Incorrectly imputed values using combination of association rules and most common attribute values with different requirement of minimum association rules support (1st example)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement of min. association rules support</th>
<th>Incorrectly imputed values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[count of cases]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;0;52&gt;</td>
<td>538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(52;65&gt;</td>
<td>541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(65;78&gt;</td>
<td>547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(78;233&gt;</td>
<td>548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(233; 2323&gt;</td>
<td>546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2323; ∞)</td>
<td>591</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 1: Count of incorrectly imputed values using combination of association rules and most common attribute values with different requirement of minimum association rules support (1st example)**

Next table and figure show example where minimum of incorrectly imputed values is reached with minimum required support set within the interval (60; 86> counts).
Tab. 3: Incorrectly imputed values using combination of association rules and most common attribute values with different requirement of minimum association rules support (2nd example)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement of min. association rules support</th>
<th>Incorrectly imputed values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[count of cases]</td>
<td>[count]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;0; 2&gt;</td>
<td>568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2; 3&gt;</td>
<td>569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3; 38&gt;</td>
<td>570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(38; 60&gt;</td>
<td>568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(60; 86&gt;</td>
<td>566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(86; 2289&gt;</td>
<td>567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2289; ∞)</td>
<td>647</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2: Count of incorrectly imputed values using combination of association rules and most common attribute values with different requirement of minimum association rules support (2nd example)

5. Conclusion

Selection of missing values imputation method highly depends on given data set, structure of attributes and missing data mechanism. Missing data mechanism is a key factor to decide if missing values can be imputed using some of described methods. Missing data mechanism can be considered as missing completely at random, missing at random or not missing at random. If missing data mechanism is considered as not missing at random, imputation can not be done without knowledge of this mechanism. Unfortunately missing data mechanism is usually unknown.

Some analytical methods have their own mechanism for dealing with missing data so missing values imputation methods should be used only if necessary. It is also possible to use data set reduction by eliminating all missing values. This can be done by eliminating cases (rows) or/and attributes (columns) with missing values but this approach usually decrease the information content of the data.

Most often used missing values imputation methods are simple solutions like imputation using mean or most common value of given attribute. These methods don’t consider dependencies among attributes.
Another possibility for missing values imputation is using described methods that are based on data mining methods like k-nearest neighbor, neural networks or association rules. These methods are more complicated and often don’t represent exact procedure for imputation of missing values. Results of missing values imputation may vary based on setting of various parameters as shown on examples of missing values imputation using association rules.

Selection of missing values imputation method must be also done with consideration of structure of given dataset attributes. Some methods more suits for numeric attributes and some for symbolic attributes. Methods can be often combined.
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